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Hope Creators: The Power of Others

Lesson Design: Rosie Revere, Engineer

Table 7.1.

The Power of Others: Rosie Revere, Engineer by Andrea Beaty and David
Roberts
The Secret of Failing Well: Rosie Revere, Engineer

Compelling
Question
Common Core
Standards

Staging the
Question

How do other people affect our hope?
•
•
•
•
•

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.2
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.1
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.1
NCSS—Theme 4: Individual Development and Identity
NCSS Inquiry Arc—Dimension 4

Play the video that features lyrics of Taylor Swift’s “Shake It Off” and
discuss how to react to other people’s opinions.

Supporting Question 1
(Before reading) What
effects do the opinions of
others have on you?

Supporting Question 2
(During reading) What is
a hope creator? What is a
hope crusher?

Supporting Question 3
(After reading) Who are the
hope creators in your life?
Continued
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Continued

How do others impact
how you feel? How do you
react when other people
have a negative response
to your ideas? How do you
react when people have a
positive response to your
ideas? What qualities does
a role model have? Has
someone in your life made
you believe that you could
do something that you
thought you could not do?
Has someone ever made
you feel like you could not
do something? What effect
did this have on you?

Why do you think Rosie
is trying to secretly create
her inventions? How does
Rosie feel when people
laugh at her inventions?
What evidence in the text
led you to that conclusion?
Why does Rosie care what
other people think? Why
did great-great-aunt Rose
consider the cheese-copter
crashing a “great flop”?
How did great-greataunt Rose change Rosie’s
thinking? What proof in the
text supports your answer?

How would the story
have changed if she really
did “keep her dreams to
herself”? How did greatgreat-aunt Rose support
Rosie’s dreams? Why
did Rosie cheer on her
classmates’ failures? How
has a role model inspired
you? How can you motivate
others?

Formative Performance
Task

Formative Performance
Task

Formative Performance
Task

Students will actively listen
to the lyrics of Taylor
Swift’s “Shake It Off” and
discuss how to react to
other people’s negative
opinions.

Throughout the book,
students will “Turn and
Talk” with a partner to
discuss the answers to the
supporting questions.

Students will write a
personal narrative about
a moment someone
inspired them. During a
follow-up lesson, students
will then write about the
same moment from the
perspective of the hope
creator.

Featured Sources

Featured Sources

Featured Sources

“Shake It Off” by Taylor
Swift
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=nfWlot6h_JM

Rosie Revere, Engineer
By Andrea Beaty and
David Roberts

SMARTboard with audio

Summative
Performance
Task

Taking
Informed
Action
(Enrichment)
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Argument

Students will write a personal narrative from their
perspective about a moment someone inspired them.
Students will then write about the same event from
the point of view of the person who inspired them.
Extension
Upon reflecting on the historical note within Rosie
Revere, Engineer, students will research another
historical figure who inspired others besides Rosie the
Riveter’s “We can do it” attitude during World War II.
After sharing their personal narratives with their parents, students
will brainstorm strategies to be hope creators. Students will create
short video skits, where they can share these strategies.
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STAGING THE LESSON

-

by others
How do you react when people
have a negative response to an idea of yours? How do you react when people
have a positive response to an idea of yours?

THE READ-ALOUD: STORIES THAT STICK
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SUMMATIVE PERFORMANCE TASKS
how do other people affect our hope?
-

-

how do other people affect our hope?

Extension
Rosie Revere, Engineer
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Argument

TAKING INFORMED ACTION
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Figure 7.1.
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Video of Student Hope Homework
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